Mapped: Hollywood’s booming development landscape

When complete, these 30-plus projects will change the neighborhood

Blanca Barragan

As anyone who moves regularly through the neighborhood already knows, Hollywood is changing daily. New hotels, offices, and apartments are rapidly changing the landscape.

More than 1,200 hotel rooms were added to a large section of Hollywood from 2001 to 2016, and, in a similar time period, residential development increased 261 percent. It’s estimated that approximately 4,000 more units in the works. And, on top of all of that, a report prepared for the Hollywood Property Owners Alliance and Central Hollywood Coalition predicts that office space is expected to balloon by 67 percent by 2021.

It’s daunting to keep up with what is planned. To help keep tabs, this map tracks more than 30 projects throughout Hollywood, from its bustling center to its fringes.

Hollywood Center
1720 Vine St
Los Angeles, CA 90028

The development formerly known as Millennium Hollywood is back. The project would hold 1,005 apartments and condos, including 133 units set aside for low-income seniors.
Plans call for two towers, measuring 35 and 46 stories, and two 11-story buildings on sites next to and across from the Capitol Records building at Yucca and Vine streets. Construction could begin as early as 2021.
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